
What does your company/product do?
nSight Search was born out of the need to cut down the overly broad privilege terms and from legal 
teams looking to simplify the measurement of precision and recall of speci!c search terms in a cyber 
incident response matter. nSight Search supplies dynamic results from the application of standard 
search terms by identifying the number of times a search string appears in each document.

How is your company/product changing the way law !rms/legal departments operate?
Document-level search results enable legal teams to track down speci!c documents where a search 
hit occurred, leading to a document-by-document review of the results. Legal teams have used this 
solution to help narrow search terms during negotiations, to identify a denser population of docu-
ments, to cut down the review population, and as a tool for more targeted review. It allows legal 
teams to identify terms that hit on a few documents overall but appear too often in the document to 
make them meaningful. It also allows them to identify terms that potentially hit in every document 
but only appear once, thus rendering them too broad. Furthermore, this feature allows for easier cal-
culation of the e"cacy of performance for a particular search term.

How is your company/product di"erent from others in the market?
One aspect di#erentiating nSight Search is the calculation of the density score assigned to each doc-
ument, allowing the legal case team to evaluate documents with the highest density score !rst in 
the review. This feature is especially useful in cases involving PII and PHI elements, as it prioritizes 
documents containing the most PII and PHI upfront, guaranteeing the most important elements are 
handled !rst.
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